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It is amazing how events are so rapidly
unfolding before our eyes, it seems we
could only write as fast as the information
is happening, and as quickly as the Bible is
fulfilling before our eyes. Month before
last we talked about Evangelicals and how
they are talking about Trump giving them
their power back, taking the muzzle off.
And all of this is just a fulfillment of the
final prophecies in the book of Revelation
chapter 13 leading us to the most awaited
issue to come in this world. The Time of
Trouble and the coming mark of the beast enforcement.
This month Donald Trump gave his nomination for
attorney General after Jeff Sessions resigned. And it
was only a few months ago that a religious task force
was made to “combat secularists”. Yes that was the
title of the article linked here. https://www.vox.com/
identities/2018/7/31/17631110/jeff-sessions-religiousliberty-task-force-memo-christian-nationalism
And the article says it is all under the banner of
“Nationalism”. If you Google the word “secularism”
you’ll find that it means “the principle of separation
of the state from religious institutions.” And what is
“Nationalism”? Its just Globalism on a smaller scale.
Think about it. It leads to the same thing, giving up your
“Individualism” and bowing to the “greater good” of the
State. And just what is the “greater good” of the State?
Sunday laws have proved to be for the “greater good”.
Eliminating those who have stood in opposition of church
and state has been for the “greater good.”
So former attorney General Jeff Sessions really made
a religious task force to combat those who oppose
secularism, which again is opposing the idea of a united
Church and State. And this task force was created with
the help of Catholic archbishop Joseph Kurtz all under
the guise of “religious freedom”. Seems we’ve forgotten
some of our history and need to remember a few things.
Firstly:

“The pacific tone of Rome in the United States does
not imply a change of heart. She is tolerant where she
is helpless. Says Bishop O’Connor: ‘Religious liberty
is merely endured until the opposite can be carried
into effect without peril to the Catholic world.’. . . The
archbishop of St. Louis once said: ‘Heresy and unbelief
are crimes; and in Christian countries, as in Italy and
Spain, for instance, where all the people are Catholics,
and where the Catholic religion is an essential part of
the law of the land, they are punished as other crimes.’. .
. (Great Controversy Page 565)
We need to understand history because it is merely
repeating itself, when the Roman Republic fell, a
tyrannical police state ensued, and the law of the
church became the law of the land. Entire nations were
completely uprooted and destroyed around the time of
the Code of Justinian onward and the Papacy dominated
the State power until 1798 when France ended that
horrific reign after more than 50 million were killed. And
according to the Roman Church this would have all been
done for the “greater good.”
Well, what we are currently watching is the fall of the
constitutional republic of the United States, and similar
to the fall of the Republic of Rome the church leaders of
today are standing in the wings awaiting their power to
rule over, guide and counsel the Kings or President of
the United States.

William Barr was nominated this month to be
the Attorney General, that is the principal legal
officer who represents a country or a state in
legal proceedings and gives legal advice to the
government. Or the head of the US Department of
Justice.
And just what is justice to William Barr? Well, he is
a Catholic who wants God’s law to be enforced in
America. Furthermore, in order to do that those
who are extremist secularists must be stopped.
We will quote from an article entitled “Theocracy
alert: Trump’s Attorney General Pick William Barr is
a Catholic conservative who rejects the separation
of church and state, calls secularists ‘fanatics,’
and blames secularism for ‘moral decline,’”http://
www.ncregister.com/daily-news/president-trumpnominates-william-barr-as-attorney-general
Remember that secularism is referring to those
who believe in the separation of church and state.
In the article we read concerning Barr “Addressing
a conference of governors on juvenile crime in
Milwaukee on April 1, 1992, Barr blasted public
schools for no longer providing moral instruction.
He asserted that public schools had undergone a
“moral lobotomy” and blamed it on “extremist
notions of separation of church and state.”
So who is to blame for all the problems in America.
Those who believe that the Church shouldn’t
control the State. Those who believe that the
Papacy murdering 50 million during the dark ages
was wrong. Those who believe that the advisors
of Darius making a religious law to put Daniel in
the lions den were wrong. Those who believe
Nebuchadnezzar enforcing a religious law to bow to
an image was wrong. Those who understand the
woman in Revelation riding the beast is a symbol of
the Church controlling the State and that it is wrong.
And with a new religious liberty task force targeting
those people, the next steps can only be persecution
using the law of the land.
Recently with Matt Whitaker as acting attorney
general under this Trump administration is refusing
to release documents concerning the religious
liberty task force.
https://www.metroweekly.com/2018/12/trumpadministration-refuses-to-release-documentsabout-religious-liberty-task-force/
So what can we expect with this religious task
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force? I’ll come to that. The article on Barr
continues further. We read: “About six months
later, Barr struck again. During an Oct. 6, 1992,
speech in Washington, D.C., to the Catholic League
for Religious and Civil Rights, a traditionalist
Catholic group, Barr called for the imposition of
“God’s law” in America.
“To the extent that a society’s moral culture
is based on God’s law, it will guide men toward
the best possible life,” Barr said. He also attacked
“modern secularists” for supposedly ushering in
cultural decline,
remarking, “The
secularists of today
are clearly fanatics.”
We give to God what
is God’s and Caesar
what is Caesar’s.
The term Caesar
means civil.
Isn’t that just what
was predicted over
120 years ago by the
author of the Great
Controversy.
“The Sunday movement is now making its way
in darkness. The leaders are concealing the true
issue, and many who unite in the movement do
not themselves see whither the under-current is
tending.” 5T 452
So is it any wonder that they are refusing to release
documents concerning the so-called “religious
liberty task force.” Which is headed by Catholics.
Again, let’s remind ourselves of history.
“Protestants have tampered with and patronized
popery; they have made compromises and
concessions which papists themselves are
surprised to see and fail to understand. Men
are closing their eyes to the real character of
Romanism and the dangers to be apprehended from
her supremacy. The people need to be aroused to
resist the advances of this most dangerous foe
to civil and religious liberty.” (Great Controversy
566)
But instead of recognizing this foe to religious
liberty, they embrace it, and then even ask this foe
to help develop a religious liberty task force. Its like
asking the wolf to guard the henhouse. And then
call this religious task force to combat those who

believe in a separation of church and state. If we
weren’t being so dumbed down by all the processed
foods, vaccinations, chemicals and constant
overwork we’d be saying “that’s the dumbest thing I
ever heard.” But yet its really happening.
The article concerning William Barr further states:
“He also attacked the Supreme Court’s ruling in
Lee v. Weisman, a 1992 ruling that upheld the high
court’s decisions from 1962 and ’63 barring public
schools from compelling children to take part
in prayer and
worship.”
In other words he
believes children
should be forced to
pray and worship
in schools? And
he’s Catholic. Does
his law say what
day we should
worship on? Does
it matter?
Its not wrong for government to enforce civil law
which protects people and their property from
people who are uncivil. But when you try to enforce
God’s law such as murder and adultery, you have
to remember that looking on another woman is a
violation of the law. And furthermore, hatred is a
violation of the law of murder. So what now? We
stone them, or burn them?
Or we can actually really enforce God’s law, and on
the way to the courthouse, if the person repents of
murdering 20 people, we can immediately pardon
them and let them free. Right? No, we can’t enforce
God’s moral law. We would have to be able to read,
know and understand the intents of the heart. And
that is given to God only. Civil government can only
protect from the uncivil.
So therefore to force another to pray, or worship
by law, is something that ended in casting Daniel
into the lions den. It resulted in casting 3 boys
into a furnace of fire. It ended up having Elijah and
the 7000 become outlaws in the land. It had the
apostles confess that “We must obey God rather
than men.” And this Spirit is the same Spirit that
crucified Jesus Christ.
“To protect liberty of conscience is the duty of
the state, and this is the limit of its authority in

matters of religion. Every secular government
that attempts to regulate or enforce religious
observances by civil authority is sacrificing the
very principle for which the evangelical Christian
so nobly struggled.” (Great Controversy Page
201)
Bible history explains these things, and the Great
controversy only states it plainly, and so this gets
us straight to the point. This next quote is taken
from the final warning. And this is some of what
is going on.
“Heretofore those who presented the truths
of the third angel’s message have often been
regarded as mere alarmists. Their predictions
that religious intolerance would gain control in the
United States, that church and state would unite
to persecute those who keep the commandments
of God, have been pronounced groundless and
absurd. It has been confidently declared that this
land could never become other than what it has
been--the defender of religious freedom. But as
the question of enforcing Sunday observance is
widely agitated, the event so long doubted and
disbelieved is seen to be approaching, and the
third message will produce an effect which it
could not have had before. {Great Controversy
605)
I’ve recently been working on a video series

entitled “Sunday Laws in the Pipeline”. It
documents some of what I’ve shared here plus
much more. I have finished part 3 of this series
and am currently working on part 4 which may
be done by the time this newsletter reaches
you. They are available on my Youtube channel
and thankfully have been reaching thousands of
people.

But I want to go much further than that. I
see that the time is short, and as I put these
together I realized that most people are
not ready, nor do they understand what is
coming, and that we need to set forth these
truths before them. Not only that but in a
very clear light.
The events happening over the last few years
are things that we have been awaiting for
many years. We need to get these messages
up remembering some things. Firstly,
Righteousness comes by faith, and of course
we need conversion, but how does faith
come? Faith comes by hearing the word of
God. (Rom 10:17) But we need to exercise
that faith.

pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye might
believe.” (John 14:29) Telling us things
before they come to pass is called prophecy.
And prophecy is given to us so that we might
believe. Prophecy gives us faith, and faith
produces righteousness.
1Co 14:24 But if all prophesy, and there come
in one that believeth not, or one unlearned, he
is convinced of all, he is judged of all:
As we see these things coming to pass, does
it not give us faith in God’s word. Can we
trust him? But furthermore, Peter said we
are to have a “sure word of prophecy” which
is as “a light that shineth in a dark place.” (2
Pet 1:19)
As we see these things coming to pass,
may our faith increase, and may we truly
accept the righteousness of Christ into our
hearts reflecting the image of him, but yet
understanding and sharing with others that
the current events that are taking place line
up with the final warning in Bible Prophecy
before Jesus returns in the clouds. DB.

We need to understand what Jesus said
“And now I have told you before it come to

MINISTRY UPDATE - JANUARY 2019
I am currently working on completing a series on the
current agitation of the Sunday Law issue. I have a small set
of videos, currently working on number 4 and want to make
DVD’s for mass distribution to the people setting the issue
clearly before them. For those who would like to help in
this work please let us know.
I also currently have part 3 of the Omega of Deadly Heresies
series in the works and am hoping to complete that soon
enough. I have several other project ideas in sight, but I can
only do so much at a time. I am looking for someone who
could help edit videos or to pay someone to help us. If
anyone has some of these skills, and believes this is a work
for them, let me know. We appreciate all the support we
have received from everyone, it has helped already, and we
are looking to do much more and your help is needed.
Our audience on YouTube has broadened, and I am
receiving numerous emails daily. This is a lot of work as

well keeping up with all of the messages I’ve been receiving.
So our goal at this point is to get a video editor and start to
produce much more content, and to broadly cast the seed
out and reach more people.
We also have a group in Africa we are currently helping to
do a work, and for anyone who can help with distributing
Bibles and literature or who would like to give to the cause
please let us know.
There is much work to be done.
Mat 9:37-38 Then saith he unto his disciples, The harvest
truly is plenteous, but the labourers are few; Pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he will send forth
labourers into his harvest.
DB
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Currently I have put together 3 parts in this
series and am hoping to have the 4th part done
shortly in a series of videos documenting the
nearness of the events so long doubted by many,
yet so long waited for by some. These videos
document the fact that all of this is really in the
pipeline, and that the pipe is about to burst.
After putting these together I realized myself how
near these things are, and am thinking of how
quickly we need to get these messages to the
people. I am very thankful that at the time of
writing this part 1 has already had over 30,000
views and part 2 over 14,000. And part 3 is just
about to be released. Part 4 is still in the
pipeline.
After hearing Ted Wilson, the president of the
General Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church say there was “no Sunday law in the
pipeline” I realized that the people aren’t getting
the warning. And they aren’t going to be
prepared for the crisis that is about to come.
So many have thought that when Sunday Laws
come they would give the loud cry. But many
have failed to understand the issue and are
waiting for a decree to go forth. Sunday laws
are being made around the world right now. In
Poland, Germany, France, Finland, but in the
United States there are men waiting in the wings
for the power of the State to fall into their hands
so they can shut up the voices of the dissenters.
And they don’t need Sunday laws.
There are already laws in place such as the NDAA
which was re-authorized by Donald Trump and
the Patriot Act which can be used to detain
citizens indefinitely without even charging them
with a crime. Trump’s new legal man William Barr
who was nominated for Attorney General has said
that he believes the measures used in the Patriot
Act are too light and that the surveillance State
should go much further.
As we talked about last month, Alabama made an
unconstitutional law having the ten
commandments displayed on public property
such as schools and government buildings. The
constitution says no law is to be made respecting
a religion.
There are also numerous laws being made on
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hate speech which
violate the first
amendment, and
the rights of the
people are slowly
eroding. However,
the amazing thing
about this all, is the
people are begging
for it.
So we’ve made
these videos
documenting the
fact that the
Sunday laws are
moving in
darkness, but it is
extremely
important to
understand that we are to give a loud cry NOW.
Not after the decree goes forth.
FINAL WARNING IS NOW
This is so important, please don’t miss the
following points I am about to make. There is a
chapter in the Great Controversy called the Final
warning. This chapter was entitled the Loud Cry
in earlier versions of the Great Controversy. It’s
the cry mentioned in Revelation 18:1-4 to “come
out of her my people” because she, that is the
church, Babylon, the mother, being the Roman
Catholic Church is guilty of fornication with the
kings of the earth. Her daughters have followed
in the same line.
But right after this chapter is called the Time of
Trouble. And you’ll notice that Jesus has left the
sanctuary. This implies that he has taken off the
priestly robe as mediator, and put on his kingly
crown.
“Then Jesus ceases His intercession in the
sanctuary above. He lifts His hands and with a
loud voice says, “It is done;” and all the angelic
host lay off their crowns as He makes the solemn
announcement: “He that is unjust, let him be
unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy
still: and he that is righteous, let him be righteous
still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still.”
Revelation 22:11. Every case has been decided for
life or death. Christ has made the atonement for

His people and blotted out their sins. The number
of His subjects is made up; “the kingdom and
dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under
the whole heaven,” is about to be given to the
heirs of salvation, and Jesus is to reign as King of
kings and Lord of lords.” (Great Controversy 613)
This is where Michael “stands up”. Stand up in
the book of Daniel means to take the Kingdom.
Jesus is crowned at this point “King of kings”.
Michael your prince, has accepted his kingship
and he is on his way to get his people. Probation
is closed on the world, all cases have been
decided and there is no more mediator in the
sanctuary above. But I want you to notice what
happens next.
“I saw that the four angels would hold the four
winds until Jesus’ work was DONE in the
sanctuary, and THEN will come the SEVEN LAST
PLAGUES. These plagues enraged the wicked
against the righteous; they thought that we had
brought the judgments of God upon them, and
that if they could rid the earth of us, the plagues
would then be stayed. A DECREE went forth to
SLAY THE SAINTS, which caused them to cry day
and night for deliverance.” (Early Writings 36-37)
A decree goes forth… Notice, Jesus leaves the
sanctuary and probation is closed, then the
plagues fall, then the wicked are enraged. And
finally, a decree goes forth.
Now let me explain what will happen at this time

to the deceived. They will be saying “It’s time to
give the loud cry. Its time to go forth with the
FINAL WARNING.” BUT its TOO LATE. Jesus has
left the sanctuary.
“When Jesus LEAVES THE MOST HOLY, His
restraining Spirit is withdrawn from rulers and
people. They are left to the control of evil angels.
THEN such LAWS will be made by the counsel and
direction of Satan, that unless time should be
very short, NO FLESH COULD BE SAVED.”
(Testimonies Vol. One, p204)
So what next? This is a quote from Matthew 24:21
which reads:
Matthew 24:21, 22 For then shall be great
tribulation, such as was not since the
beginning of the world to this time, no, nor
ever shall be. And except those days should be
shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for
the elect’s sake those days shall be shortened.
In other words it is “the time of trouble such as
never was” (Dan 12:1) And “No flesh could be
saved” because Jesus has left the sanctuary.
This is when “SUCH LAWS WILL BE MADE”. And this
is when some believe they are going to give the
LOUD CRY. TOO LATE will be the cry of those who
understand.
In the time of the loud cry however, we will notice
the following:
“As the movement for Sunday enforcement
becomes more bold and decided, the law will be
invoked against commandment keepers. They will
be threatened with fines and imprisonment, and
some will be offered positions of influence, and
other rewards and advantages, as inducements to
renounce their faith.” (Great Controversy 607)

There are threats
going on, anyone
heard of what’s
happening in
Russia right now.
Jehovah’s
witnesses were
completely shut
down from sharing
or even
assembling, and
the obvious target
will be those who
are preaching this
final warning.
China has had
Seventh-day
Adventist books banned, and subscribers to
newsletters arrested just recently. The law has
been invoked against commandment keepers, they
are being threatened with fines and
imprisonment, its happening, but what else is
happening at this time?
“Heretofore those who presented the truths of
the third angel’s message have often been
regarded as mere alarmists. Their predictions
that religious intolerance would gain control in
the United States, that church and state would
unite to persecute those who keep the
commandments of God, have been pronounced
groundless and absurd. It has been confidently
declared that this land could never become other
than what it has been--the defender of religious
freedom. But as the question of enforcing Sunday
observance is widely agitated, the event so long
doubted and disbelieved is seen to be
approaching, and the third message will produce
an effect which it could not have had before.
(Great Controversy 605)
This quote has so
much to say of what is
happening RIGHT NOW.
This when the final
warning is going forth,
there is the “question
of enforcing Sunday
observance” being
“widely agitated”. Its
becoming obvious now.
And so many are
seeing it. We need to
get this warning to the
people NOW while its
being AGITATED. Not
after the decree goes
forth.

“Persecution in its varied forms is the
development of a principle which will exist as long
as Satan exists and Christianity has vital power.
No man can serve God without enlisting against
himself the opposition of the hosts of darkness.”
(Great Controversy 610)
Just something to think about. Persecution in
“varied forms” is happening already, and its not
necessarily just a Sunday law. Some are coming,
some are here, and some are going to get more
severe, but there are varied forms by which the
enemy will work to persecute. And he can use
different laws to imprison, threaten, etc.
Will we bow to the State, or will we bow to God will
be the question. And will we understand that the
Loud cry needs to go forth NOW. Because of the
alarm I am currently working on a DVD which will
have all of the videos on it. If you have other
ways of distributing the message or would like to
help in this endeavor please let me know. I
believe we must work quickly.
“There are many who have never had an
opportunity to hear the special truths for this
time. The obligation of the fourth commandment
has never been set before them in its true light.
He who reads every heart and tries every motive
will leave none who desire a knowledge of the
truth, to be deceived as to the issues of the
controversy. The decree is not to be urged upon
the people blindly. Everyone is to have sufficient
light to make his decision intelligently.” (Great
Controversy 605)
Blessings, DB
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You can see some of our books on our website, you can
also view our videos on our youtube channel. Donations
are most definitely welcome to help continue in this work.
Thank you to all that have supported and continue to support this work.
Our mailing address is:
David Barron
508 Evening Shade Lane,
Graysville, TN, 37338
Call 1-352-682-0275 for any questions or email dbarron@
gmx.com
You can also donate to paypal using the email
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